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Southeast Botanical Gardens &

Okinawa Enchanted Forest 

"Take It Slow"

Perfect for a relaxing family outing, adults can walk around the gardens

admiring the view while kids make crafts like kaleidoscopes and painted

figurines to take home as a keepsake. The park as its own currency called

the "slow," a product of the ivory-nut palm tree. 500 slows are given to

adults upon entry, and more can be purchased at the rate of 1 slow per

yen. Slows can be used to buy goods and food in the park.

 +81 98 939 2555  www.sebg.co.jp  info@sebg.co.jp  2146 Chibana, Okinawa

 by 663highland   

Shikina-En Garden 

"Home of the Chinese Envoys"

Near Shurijo, Shikina-En Garden served as a second home to the Shuri

kings as well as the reception area for Chinese envoys. This idyllic pond-

garden was first completed in 1799, before it was sadly destroyed in the

Battle of Okinawa. An expensive reconstruction was carried out from

1975, and it took all of 20 years to restore the garden back to its original

glory. Today, the gardens feature traditional Chinese bridges that connect

small ponds, with beautiful seasonal trees such as plum, wisteria and

bellflowers surrounding them. The confulence of Japanese and Chinese

landscaping has led the gardens to become a part of UNESCO's World

Heritage Sites.

 +81 98 855 5936  421-7 Maaji, Naha

 by Kevin Haas 

Busena Resort Underwater

Observatory 

"Under the Sea"

At the Busena Resort Underwater Observatory on the southern outskirts

of Nago City, tourists and locals alike can go underwater without getting

anything wet. The observatory looks like a tube perched off the coast of

the island, and takes visitors down to the ocean floor for a panoramic view

of Okinawa's marine life. Glass-bottom boats that go further out are on the

beach. Tickets for the boat cost JPY1500 for adults, JPY1200 for high

school and college students, and JPY750 for children. Tickets for the

observatory and the boat ride can be bought together at a discount. The

observatory closes half an hour earlier from March to November, and last

admission is half an hour before closing.

 +81 98 052 3379  www.busena-

marinepark.com/observatory.html

 1744-1 Busena Marine Park, Nago City
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